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The null hypothesis under test is given by

where

~

is a pxl vector of functions and 0 is a kxl vector of parameters.

The expectation is taken with respect to the distribution of the random
vector wi and i denotes the true value.
1.

The Estimators
Let

B be

the minimiser of a differentiable criterion function c(O) so

that

oc(B)/oO - 0
If c(O) is an M-estimator criterion of the form

based on a sample of size n, then

where

On the other hand, if c(O) is a GMK-criterion of the form

c(O) then

i
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In both classes of criteria, Tn represents some preliminary estimator used
in the definition of the first order condition for the estimator of O.
The conclusion of this discussion is that the representation of the FOC's
given by
[2]

includes most estimators in use.
Here I assume that

so that alternative consistent estimators of

T-

plim;

n

leave the

asymptotic distribution of ac(B)/aO unchanged,
and
[4 ]

where

-

-'

B - E(qiqi) and

qi - q(wi,B,T)
I also assume that
[5 ]

With these assumptions, we can obtain an asymptotic normality result
for ni(O-B) in the usual way:
ac(6) _ n- i

aO

aC(B)+ n- l

~

a 2C(B)

aOaO'

so that

or also

Thus

Here we do not necessarily assume that Hand B coincide up to a scalar
factor as it would happen with efficient criterion functions.
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2.

The Tests
We want to test "0 by testing the significance of n-1Ei~(Wi'O)

=0

We use the following approximation:

where
Also using [6]:
n-i

Ei~i

Let us denote

- n-i Ei;;i -

E(~)

-

~,

(n-1E/~~,)

H-l n-i EiCii + op(l)

so that also

[8]

n-! Ei~i - n-! Ei(;;i-~H-1Cli) + op(l)

so

n-z

J.

"d

Ei~i ~

N(O,V)

where
[9]

V - E [(;;i~"-lqi)(;;i~"-lCli)']

A consistent estimator of V replaces E by n-1E i , ~i and Cli by ~i
and qi - Q(Wi,6,Tn)' and ~ and" by consistent estimators.

In particular,

[10]
[11]

aoao'

Then we have

[12]
Now the test statistic can be calculated as:

3.

Remarks
Alternative estimators of V can be considered in special cases:

(i)

If c(O) is an efficient criterion function we can use an estimator

of B in order to estimate H.
(ii) If c(O) is an ML criterion we can use the fact that

4

where f(Wi.6) is the density of the data. in order to obtain alternative
estimates of

~

(see Lancaster (1984».

The form of the statistic given in [12] and [13] corresponds to the
original variant of the Information Matrix test as proposed by White
(1982) in the case in which
equivalence.
the form [13].

~(wi'O)

indicates the information matrix

The m2 statistic in Are11ano & Bond (1991) is also a test of
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